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POSTER DESIGNING

UNIT–6
POSTER DESIGNING

6·0 Objective :
This unit will help you :
 to design attractive posters.
 to understand the technical aspect of designing a poster.

6·1 Goals of a Poster :
A poster is a medium of disseminating information to a large audience through an

attractive format. Posters are a form of communication intended to—
 Promote Sales
 Advertise an event.
 Influence Public Opinion.
 Advance a particular cause.
 Gain Political Support.
Colorful and aesthetically designed posters are used for—
 Sales Promotion
 Clearance sales
 Book Fairs
 Exhibitions
 Cultural Events
 Fetes etc.
Posters for Social Causes :
Such posters should be designed in a way to attract immediate attention. The purpose

of such posters is to create public awareness and to motivate the target audience. As such
posters are usually displayed on billboards, walls, bulletin boards etc the writing should
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be clear and readable from a distance. Different sizes of letters and fonts and colorful
images and drawings should be used. In order to attract the attention of the target audience
and to motivate them to identify with the cause supply convincing details and catchy lines
and slogans.

Goals of the Poster :
When writing a poster you must
– Capture the audience you are targeting.
– Inform the audience you are targeting.
The audience has to take the first look at the poster. For this you have to arouse

their interest.
 Use concise and descriptive headings.
 Make use of colourful images and diagrams
 Consider effective use of white space.
For the first read–
 Try to get one point across.
 Try to use a kind of writing that is more like newspaper writing rather than

academic writing.
Who is the Target Audience :
The target audience shapes the content of a poster to a large extent. So we have to

ask ourselves who is the target audience ? They may be
 Non Experts : For such audience a more background information is needed.

Also simple explanatory language and descriptive image need to be used.
 Experts : For this type of audience use more buzz words to attract attention.
Posters are the starting point for detailed description.
Format of a Poster
 Give the name of the article or product with a catchy slogan for sales.
 For a social cause or to express a view or opinion mention must be made of the

topic and event to be celebrated.
 The place must be mentiond if its a show, an event, a sale or a celebration.
 A clear detail of the topic or view must be mentioned to arouse interest.
 Finally the date, time and the name and telephone number of the contact person,

organisation or association must be given.
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6·2 Designing a Poster :

 Be as objective as possible.
 Step away from your research and look at the poster.
 Ask why would you read it.
(i) Content :
Your poster will include four sections written in one or two sentences each, which

include :
 Hypotheses/Objectives/Main goals.
 Research Method.
 Results.
 Implications.
Remember to use additional text only to support claims.
(ii) Abstracts :
 Sometimes abstracts are required and sometimes not.
 Some people like to read abstracts.
 Keep it short, keep it smart.
(iii) Timing : Timing is an important value to be considered while designing a poster.
 Only start designing when you are satisfied with the content.
 Give yourself lots of time.
 Read the instructions carefully.
 Consider the final dimensions early.
5. Technical Issues : In case you feel like designing an interactive poster, you

should—
 Use software you are comfortable with
 Take into account the most common software for designing a poster such as

powerpoint, Adobe Illustrator etc.
 Consider converting into pdf.
6. Image : You got to be careful when using images so follow these tips to design a

successful poster—
 Use only high quality images.
 Some images may look good on the screen but turn out poor when printed.
 Few big images are better than many small ones.
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7. Font Sizes : If you want your audience to feel interested in looking at your poster,

remember to use the following font sizes.
 100 + pt. for the title.
 36 + pt. for the Heading.
 24 + pt. for the Text.

6·3 Exercise :
1. Draft a poster on the following:–
(i) The danger of drugs.
(ii) Road show to avoid accidents.
(iii)Benefits of daily exercise.




